
1) In a TV movie, this character teases a friend by saying “Would you look at Lumpy! He's sure grown, huh?
And I think his voice is changing.” In another movie, this character describes his future wife by saying
“Wonderful girl. Either I'm going to (*) kill her or I'm beginning to like her.” In a namesake 2018 film, this
character was played by Alden Ehrenerich and performs the Kessel Run in 12 parsecs, if you round down. For 10
points, name this character, usually played by Harrison Ford in the Star Wars franchise.
ANSWER: Han Solo [accept either] <Brad>

2) In Sonic Adventure 2, yellow tubes give chao increased ability to improve this action, this stat counts for
defense in karate, and Knuckles can find a necklace that allows him to do this indefinitely. In Red Dead
Redemption 2, Arthur taunts (*) John by saying he can’t herd and can’t take this action. In Breath of the Wild, Zora
Armor allows Link to take this action faster and In Super Mario Sunshine, collecting coins inexplicably allows
Mario to take this action longer, refilling his oxygen gauge. For 10 points, name this action that many video game
heroes do in the water.
ANSWER: Swimming <Brad>

3) It’s not Billy the Kid, but one of these *two people* grabbed the other after a bogus “candygram,” and
dragged them into a phone booth in Bill and Ted’s Excellent Adventure. These two real people were brought
into the fight between good and evil in the Star Trek episode (*) “The Savage Curtain,” with one on each side.
These two people go with Gandhi to get beer for JFK’s party in Clone High but accidentally get non-alcoholic beer
instead. For 10 points, name these two people who lived 600 years apart, the grandfather of Kublai Khan and
America’s 16th president.
ANSWER: Genghis Khan and Abraham Lincoln <Brad>

4) In an episode of Star Trek: Deep Space Nine titled for this event, a painting compels Sisko to look for
B'hala, the Bajor’s lost city, and a series of headaches give Sisko the ability to see visions of locusts. In an
episode of American Dad, Stan and Francine miss this event after (*) having sex in a church closet, and Francine
starts dating Jesus after this event. This event happens after The Simpsons fall asleep in church, and Homer stops
Lisa from participating by holding her down on Earth. For 10 points, name this event, detailed in the Left Behind
Series, where some people might get pulled up to Heaven.
ANSWER: The Rapture (Accept descriptive things, accept anything name dropping “Left Behind” before it’s said,
prompt on “End of the World” I guess, and then be lenient with whatever they say after that, even if the world
doesn’t end and a lot of stuff happens after that on most of these shows) <Brad>

5) In this sport, an “isometric preload” means positioning one's bodyweight over a bent lead leg, which is
easiest to do from a crouch position. In this sport, the “swarmer” technique is preferable for shorter athletes
because being closer negates a longer (*) reach. Defensive maneuvers in this sport might include the bob and
weave, or clinching.  In this sport, jabs are typically thrown from the guard position, and tend to be much
quicker than a check hook, overhand right, or uppercut. For 10 points, name this sport in which one might
try to imitate guys like Mike Tyson or Muhammed Ali.

ANSWER: Boxing <Brad>

6) Moderator note: If someone buzzes with “mouth guards” or equivalent, before “Curry” is said, prompt by asking
“whose mouth guard?”
This object became necessary when a college basketball player caught an elbow-to-the face from Jon Brick. A
two-time MVP was ejected for throwing one of these objects at an official in 2017, a year after he was ejected
for throwing one of these objects at a Cavs fan. One study found that a certain athlete (*) shot 92% of free
throws when chewing on these things. One of these objects was auctioned for more than $25,000, and it was
described as “perfect for a Warriors fan who is also a dentist.” For 10 points, name this object that Steph Curry
chews incessantly.



ANSWER: Steph Curry’s Mouth Guard [prompt on “Mouth Guard” before “Curry” is said but accept just Mouth
Guard after “Curry” is said]

Name some people who will first be eligible to enter the Hall of Fame in different sports, in the next
year, for 10 points each;
[10] In the NFL, this tight end will appear on the ballot for the first time. This Chiefs and Falcons
target ended his career on the first team all-pro list half a dozen times.
ANSWER: Tony Gonzalez
[10] This pitcher started and ended his career with the A’s but won a World Series with the Giants. He
won a Cy Young in 2002 in a 23-win season.
ANSWER: Barry Zito
[10] This NBA star, nicknamed “The Matrix,” won his only title with Dallas. He led the league in steals
twice while with Phoenix.
ANSWER: Shawn Marion


